
 

IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

 

CASE NO:   

CASE NO A QUO:  53128/11 NGHC 

In the matter between:- 

 

SCHUBART PARK RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION First Applicant 

ANITA WATKINS Second Applicant 

VARIOUS RESIDENTS OF SCHUBART PARK 

APARTMENT BLOCKS 

Third to One 

Thousand and Sixty-

Seventh Applicant  

  

And  

  

THE CITY OF TSHWANE METROPOLITAN 

MUNICIPALITY 

 

First Respondent 

THE MINISTER OF POLICE Second Respondent 

 

 

FOUNDING AFFIDAVIT  

APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL 
 

 

I, the undersigned, 

 

 ANITA MAGDELENA CAROLINE WATKINS 

 

do hereby make oath and state as follows: 
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1. I am an adult female resident, temporarily resident at 357 Wetton 

Avenue, Eersterust, Tshwane.  I was previously permanently 

resident at apartment C303, Schubart Park, Vermeulen Street, 

Pretoria Central, in the municipal area of the First Respondent.  I 

am a Financial Services Manager at Russels Furniture in the 

Pretoria Central Business District. 

 

2. I had resided in Schubart Park since 2008, and prior to that in the 

adjacent Kruger Park flat complex since 1999.  At the time the 

events which gave rise to the present dispute, September 2011, I 

was also the chairperson of the First Applicant. I was therefore 

familiar with the activities of the First Applicant and the ongoing 

negotiations, since 2008, between the residents of Schubart Park 

and the First Respondent. 

 

3. The contents of this affidavit fall, unless otherwise apparent, within 

my personal knowledge and are both true and correct. 

 

4. Where I refer to the Applicants, I necessarily include myself and my 

dependants. The same applies to all the other Applicants. 

 

5. PARTIES 
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5.1 The First Applicant is the Schubart Park Residents’ Association 

(“the Association”), a voluntary association, which was established 

some ten years ago to assist the residents of the Schubart Park flat 

complex with a variety of issues, including the ongoing disputes 

with the First Respondent.  The association was also the First 

Applicant in the Court a quo. 

 

5.2 I am the Second Applicant in this matter and I respectfully refer the 

Honourable Court to my particulars contained in paragraph 1 

above.  I was the Second Applicant in the Court a quo. 

 

5.3 The remaining Applicants are all adults and were all residents of 

Schubart Park until the events of 21 September 2011.  Their 

personal details appear in Annexure “AW1”annexed hereto.  Most 

of the individually listed Applicants are the head of a household and 

represent a number of minors and dependants. Due to the number 

of Applicants and the chaos surrounding their forced removal from 

their homes in the Schubart Park complex, comprehensive personal 

details of each family could not be obtained.  From the details 

contained in Annexure “AW1”, however, it is clear that the 

nationality, background and length of occupation of the individual 

Applicants is diverse. 
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5.4 The First Respondent is the City of Tshwane Metropolitan 

Municipality.  First Respondent is the owner of the land and 

buildings known as Schubart Park in the Pretoria Central Business 

District.  It is also the owner of the adjacent Kruger Park building.  

First Respondent was also the First Respondent in the Court a quo. 

 

5.5 The Second Respondent is the Minister of Police.  The Second 

Respondent was cited in the Court a quo by virtue of the fact that 

members of the South African Police Service cordoned off the 

Schubart Park flat complex on 21 September 2011 for purposes of 

a police operation, but continued to do so after completion of the 

police operation, and refused residents access to the buildings.  

They did so in conjunction with the First Respondent’s officials. 

What started as a police operation against crime, ended in an 

eviction of more than three thousand people. 

 

5.6 Applicants seek no costs against the Second Respondent in this 

application, save in the event that he opposes this application. 

 

5.7 In this application, the Applicants seek to undo their unlawful 

eviction at the hands of the Respondents. 

 

6. THE BACKGROUND  
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6.1 Until the afternoon of 21 September 2011, the applicants were in 

undisturbed occupation of their flats in the Schubart Park complex, 

more particularly blocks A, B and C thereof.  As will appear 

hereunder, the Schubart Park complex also comprises a further 

block, Block D.  This block did not house any occupants at the time 

and is not relevant for purposes of this matter. 

See: par 3.2.1, p90 of record (Tshwane refurbishment report, July 2011). 

 

6.2 Blocks A, B and C of Schubart Park housed some seven hundred 

families until September 2011. The three blocks consisted of over 

six hundred apartments. The Schubart Park apartments were the 

homes of all the Applicants and their dependants. 

See: par 4, p 5 of record (founding affidavit). 

par 2.4, p85 of record (Tshwane refurbishment report, July 2011) 

 

6.3 The Schubart Park complex was transferred from the Provincial 

Government to the City of Tshwane in 2000. At the time of transfer 

the buildings formed part of a government subsidised rental 

scheme, and the buildings and their surrounding precinct was in 

excellent condition.  Over a number of years, serious 

mismanagement of the building by officials of the First Respondent 

caused conditions to deteriorate.  

 

6.4 By 2008 the First Respondent regarded the conditions prevailing at 

the Schubart Park buildings as dangerous.  The First Respondent, 
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however, failed to address the concerns raised by the buildings’ 

residents and took no steps to address the problems. The events of 

21 September 2011 did not materially affect the condition of the 

buildings. The state of the buildings is the result of ten years’ of 

neglect and mismanagement. 

 

6.5 The First Applicant attempted to engage with the Municipality on 

several issues, with maintenance and access control forming the 

core of the residents’ concerns.  A liaison committee was 

established between the parties and the First Applicant attempted 

to find a workable solution with the Municipality and clarity on who 

would qualify and benefit from proposed renovations.  No progress 

was made and services and maintenance continued to deteriorate. 

 
7 EVENTS OF 21 SEPTEMBER 2011 AND THEREAFTER 

 

7.1 The First Respondent had, through various officials, since 2008 

expressed the wish that the buildings at Schubart Park be vacated 

and the buildings be refurbished.  Despite this, it never took any 

formal steps to evict the residents. The First Respondent has also 

failed to start with the refurbishment of the adjacent Kruger Park, 

despite the fact that it has been unoccupied since 2008. 

See: par 3.2, p 27 of record (answering affidavit – Phora). 
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7.2 Some ten days before the events of 21 September 2011, the 

electricity supply to the Schubart Park flat complex stopped.  Many 

of the residents believed that the First Respondent had cut off the 

services as a stratagem to effect a constructive eviction. They had 

good reason to believe that a constructive eviction was taking place 

because the mayor of Tshwane had made a number of public 

statements that he intended to have the residents evicted in a very 

short period of time. Our legal representatives wrote a letter on 14 

March 2011 placing our concerns on record.  This letter was part of 

the record a quo (p 16 -18 of record). I attach the letter hereto as 

annexure “AW2”, the content of which speaks for itself. The alleged 

response to this letter is attached as annexure “AW3”. 

 

7.3 On 21 September 2011 a number of the residents, apparently 

young unemployed youths, started a so-called “service delivery 

protest”.  This protest involved acts of public violence such as the 

burning of tyres in the streets surrounding Schubart Park, and later 

the throwing of stones and objects from the building at the police 

and vehicles.  

 

7.4 From the record it would appear that some 70 persons (possibly 58) 

were arrested in the police operation.  Considering the fact that the 

three buildings housed between 3000 and 5000 persons, it is 

apparent that the perpetrators of public violence constituted a small 
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minority of the residents. Most of the adult residents were at work 

when the violence broke out.  

 See: par 3.5, p54 of record (SAPS report). 

 line 1, p220 of record (transcribed evidence – Smit). 

 

7.5 All residents returning home on the afternoon of 21 September 

2011 were denied access to the building.  Families were separated 

and a large number of people, who had been in their homes when 

the protest began, remained in their homes within the various 

blocks. 

 

7.6 By the late evening of 21 September 2011 the police operation was 

effectively over.  From a law and order perspective, there was 

certainly no need for further police operations by midday on 22 

September 2011. Despite this, the police refused residents access 

to the buildings and insisted that everyone still present in the 

buildings, vacate same. Those residents who had been denied 

access spent the night on the streets surrounding the complex. 

 

7.7 By the evening of 22 September 2011, at the time of the urgent high 

court application, only block C had been “evacuated” under police 

supervision.  It was the building around which the protest action had 

centred. The “evacuation” was achieved by the cutting of security 

gates and the breaking down of doors in order to remove those 
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residents who had taken shelter, from the protest action, in their 

homes. Save for the residents who on the evening of 21 September 

2011 had been refused access to their homes, block A and B 

remained occupied.  The remaining residents of block A and B were 

forcefully “evacuated” during the course of the next week. 

See: line 18 -20, p213 of record (transcribed evidence – Smit). 

line 22 - 25, p 216 of record (transcribed evidence – Smit). 

 

7.8 By midday on 22 September 2011, the suspicions of the applicants 

and their representatives, that First Respondent would 

opportunistically abuse the situation to effect an eviction, was 

confirmed. This was placed on record by letter which formed part of 

the record. I annex a copy thereof hereto as annexure “AW4”.  

 

7.9 The applicants then launched urgent proceedings in the Court a 

quo in which they sought an order allowing them to return to their 

respective residences. The relief sought was dependent on a 

finding that the actions of the Respondents were unlawful and that 

the “evacuation” was nothing other than an eviction without a court 

order. 

 

8. THE APPLICANTS’ CAUSE OF ACTION AND THE RELIEF 

SOUGHT IN THE HIGH COURT 
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8.1 The relief sought in the court a quo was in the nature of a 

mandament van spolie. The Applicants’ cause of action was based 

on the inherent unlawfulness of the Respondents’ actions. 

 
8.2 At no stage prior to 21 September 2011, nor at any stage thereafter, 

did the First Respondent seek an order for the lawful eviction of the 

applicants in terms of any relevant legislation.  At no stage did it 

invoke any of the provisions of the PIE Act (Act 19 of 1998), nor of 

the National Building Regulations and Building Standards Act 103 

of 1977 (NBRBSA) as far as the latter applies to derelict and 

dangerous buildings. 

 
8.3 The Applicants therefore submit, as claimed in the Court a quo, that 

the actions of the officials of the First Respondent and the members 

of the SAPS were unlawful as they violated their rights contained in 

Section 26(3) of the Constitution, as well as, the substantive and 

procedural protection accorded to occupants in terms of the PIE Act 

and the NBRBS Act. The refusal to allow access to the buildings 

and the continued removal of residents from their homes took place 

in the absence of any applicable legislative framework.  The 

Respondents’ violation of the Applicants’ constitutional rights could 

therefore never be justified. 

 
8.4 In response, the First Respondent and Second Respondent sought 

simply to rely on the following defences in the Court a quo: 
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8.4.1 that the matter was not urgent; 

 

8.4.2 that the First Applicant did not have standing and that 

Section 38 of the Constitution could not be invoked under the 

circumstances prevalent on 21 September 2011; 

 

8.4.3 that the buildings were in a dilapidated state and posed a 

threat to the lives of the occupants. The events of 21 

September 2011 had been a watershed moment that had 

pushed the buildings past the point of being safe for human 

habitation; 

 

8.4.4 that considering the fact that the First Respondent offered 

temporary alternative shelter, an order for the Applicants’ 

restoration should not be granted. 

 

8.5 The Court a quo dismissed the defences raised in respect of 

urgency and standing.  The Court a quo effectively upheld the 

substantive defences and dismissed the application for restoration. 

The court a quo effectively found that the actions of the 

Respondents were lawful.  The Court a quo respectfully erred 

fundamentally in a number of respects.  These errors are dealt with 

hereunder.  Furthermore, and of importance, very little materialised 

of the First Respondents offer of alternative shelter.  Alternative 
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accommodation was only given to less than 180 families, through 

an ultimately arbitrary process.  This effectively left hundreds of 

families homeless.  These facts, which transpired subsequent to the 

order of the Court a quo, are also dealt with below. 

 
9. THE JUDGMENT AND ORDER AGAINST WHICH LEAVE IS 

SOUGHT TO APPEAL - COMPLIANCE WITH RULE 19(3) 

 

9.1 In compliance with Rule 19(3) of the Rules of this honourable Court, 

I attach the following: 

 

9.1.1 A copy of the orders and judgments which are the subject 

matter of this application and which are being appealed 

against as annexures “AW5”, (22 September 2011) “AW6” 

(23 September 2011) and “AW7” (3 October 2011) 

respectively; 

 

9.1.2 An urgent application to appeal directly to this honourable 

court was turned down on 5 October 2011. I annex the order 

of this court hereto as annexure “AW8”. 

 

9.1.3 Applicants then proceeded with the usual appeal route by 

pursuing an application for leave to appeal in the High Court. 

A copy of the order a quo dated 5 December 2011, refusing 
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leave to appeal as annexure “AW9” and judgment as 

Annexure “AW10”. 

 

9.1.4 After the application for leave to appeal was dismissed in the 

High Court, an application for leave to appeal was brought to 

the SCA. A copy of the SCA order dated 28 March 2012 

dismissing Applicants’ application for leave to appeal is 

annexed as annexure “AW11”. 

 

10. CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 

 

10.1 On 21 and 22 September 2011 hundreds of families were denied 

the right to return to their homes and subsequently effectively 

evicted from their homes without a court order. 

 

10.2 During the week after the initial events, the persons remaining in 

their homes were forced to “evacuate” the buildings, again without 

an order of court. 

 

10.3 In all, more than 700 families were evicted in this manner. Only 180 

of these families were subsequently given alternative 

accommodation.  Thousands of people were left to find their own 

alternative accommodation. The facts as a whole, especially the 

chaos created by the actions of the Respondents, illustrate clearly 
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and without the need for much elaboration that this matter involves 

serious constitutional issues.  

 

10.4 I respectfully submit that it is settled law that eviction from ones 

home involves a constitutional issue. The facts of this case illustrate 

how many other fundamental rights, apart from the section 26(3) 

rights, are infringed by unlawful evictions. Unlawful evictions 

infringe particularly severely on the dignity, family life and mental 

well being of those evicted. 

 

See: 

Government of the RSA v Grootboom & Others 2001(1) SA 46 (CC) 

at par 24; 

The President of the Republic of South Africa v Modderklip 

Boerdery (Pty) Ltd 2005 (5) SA 3 (CC) at par 25; 

Port Elizabeth Municipality v Various Occupiers 2005(1) SA 217 

(CC) at par 14. 

 

10.5 The court a quo turned a spoliation application into an application 

for the eviction of the applicants.  This distortion of the constitutional 

right to appropriate relief, as well as, the inversion of the 

requirements of section 26(3) of the Constitution, raises important 

constitutional issues.  
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10.6 The Applicants were deprived of their right to housing and suffered 

the limitation of their constitutional rights in the absence of any law 

of general application.  

 

10.7 There is a specific legislative framework in terms of which 

dangerous building are declared as such and in terms of which 

such buildings are vacated.  Ignoring this legislative framework also 

raises constitutional issues. 

See: 

Occupiers of 51 Olivia Road v City of Johannesburg and Others 

2008 (3) SA 208 (CC) at par 39 – 51. 

 

10.8 The attempt at effecting the “evacuation” of these buildings without 

adherence to the provisions of the National Building Regulations 

and Building Standards Act 103 of 1997, which in itself provides 

drastic procedures, reminds of the attempt at “evacuation” which 

this Court dealt with in the matter of Pheko (infra). 

 

11. INTERESTS OF JUSTICE 

 

I deal with the various aspects of the Interests of Justice under the 

following headings: 

 

 The Prospects of Success - Errors of Fact; 
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 The Prospects of Success - Errors of Law; 

 Facts which transpired subsequent to the Proceedings 

in the Court a quo; 

 The structural condition of the buildings. 

 

12 ERRORS OF FACT MADE BY THE COURT A QUO 

 

12.1 In the urgent High Court proceedings the City of Tshwane (First 

Respondent) filed an answering affidavit by an official attached to 

its Housing Department, one Ms Maphule Phora. This affidavit had 

a number of reports attached to it from various internal 

departments, dealing with the events of 21 September 2011. In 

addition, the First Respondent called four witnesses to give oral 

evidence at the time the urgent application was heard.  This oral 

evidence was presented during the evening of 22 September 2011 

and the court allowed cross examination of these witnesses. 

 

12.2  It should be noted that much of the content of these reports had 

been drafted long before the events of 21 September 2011, and in 

anticipation of the refurbishment and vacation of the buildings. What 

is instructive, is how the reports were adapted for the urgent 

proceedings of 22 September 2011 to suit the case of the First 

Respondent. 
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12.3 There are a multitude of disputes of fact on record.  These disputes 

relate to issues such as the conditions prevailing in Schubart Park 

prior to the events of 21 September 2011, the question whether, 

and at what cost, the electricity services can be restored to 

Schubart Park.  Whether any substantial damage was caused to 

the buildings on 21 September 2011, the number of residents inside 

the building, whether the residents were unlawful occupiers or not 

and a number of other issues. These disputes serve only to 

illustrate why the merits should not be dealt with during proceedings 

aimed at restoring the position pro ante. I will deal with the defences 

raised by the Respondents in the course of analysing the errors in 

the judgment of the Court a quo (“AW6”).  

 

12.4 I do, however, assert that, in the absence of a court order granting 

our eviction, the actions of the Respondents and their officials 

remain unlawful and all defences raised are either irrelevant or bad 

in law. Not even during a disaster, can an eviction or evacuation 

take place outside the legal framework provided for such 

emergencies. 

 

See: Pheko and Others v Ekhurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality 

2012 (2) SA 598 (CC) at par 40 - 45 

 

The Suggestion that the Residents Voluntarily Vacated the Buildings 
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13.1 The Court a quo implied that the residents “vacated or they were 

assisted to vacate” their residences.  This finding is incorrect and 

not supported by the evidence.  The correct facts are that residents 

were refused to return to their homes when returning from work on 

the afternoon of 21 September 2011.  Those persons still occupying 

their homes at the time of the police operation were ordered to 

vacate the buildings and were refused permission to return. This 

finding flies in the face of the simple fact that hundreds of applicants 

were refused access to their homes after the police operation, and 

the fact that the “evacuation” continued for days afterwards. 

See: lines 19 to 24, p8 of Annexure “AW5” (Judgment of 22 September). 

 line 20, p217 to line 8, p 218 of record (transcribed evidence - Smit). 

 

13.2 The First Respondent, disingenuously, attempted to create the 

impression that an agreement between the City of Tshwane and the 

Residents of Schubart Park existed and that the return of the 

Residents would be subject to the technical assessment of the 

buildings. A letter to this effect was received shortly before the 

proceedings in the court a quo on the evening of 22 September 

2011. I annex a copy of this letter as Annexure “AW12”. 

 

13.3 This suggestion, contained in this letter is a complete distortion of 

the actual understanding that was reached with the legal 
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representatives of the Applicants during the evening of 21 

September 2011.  In the founding affidavit of the court a quo, a 

legal representative of the Applicants stated what the understanding 

was. At paragraph 30 of the founding affidavit the gist of the 

understanding was recorded as follows:  

 
“They [City of Tshwane] informed us that they did not 

object to the residents returning to their homes, but that 

they would only allow them to do so in the event that the 

police and the emergency services had declared the 

situation safe.  Their undertaking was accepted.  We 

expressly informed them that we were concerned that the 

First Respondent would attempt to use the situation to 

effect an eviction.  The MMC assured us that was not the 

case.” 

 

13.4 This allegation was responded to in paragraph 23 of the First 

Respondent’s answering affidavit as follows: 

 

“The undertaking insofar as the residents being allowed 

to return to the premises should it be safe, is admitted 

but, it is denied that the situation is considered safe and 

in this regard the court is referred to Annexures 

“Tshwane 1 – Tshwane 7”.” 

 

13.5 The context and the content of the understanding related to the fact 

that the police were busy with an operation which involved the 

arresting of people and quelling public violence.  It had nothing to 

do with the general state of the buildings.  The approach of the First 
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Respondent simply confirms the suspicion which the Applicants’ 

legal representatives had, namely that the police operation would 

be used as an excuse to effect an eviction. 

 

Seriousness of the Public Violence 

 

14.1 The Court a quo made reference to the serious nature of the public 

violence that took place during the afternoon and early evening on 

21 September 2011.  However, the Court a quo failed to refer to the 

admitted evidence that by 22h30 that evening the situation had 

calmed down and no longer required any police action. 

See: par 35, p12 of record (Founding Affidavit). 

 par 27, p40 of record (Answering Affidavit - Phora). 

 

14.2 The Court a quo, with respect, did not properly distinguish between 

those facts which justified the police operation on the one hand and 

those facts which related to the general condition of the buildings. 

 

The Evidence of the “Experts”  

 

15.1 The Court a quo ostensibly based its findings on the “experts” 

called by the Respondents (line 9, p 7 to line 5, p8 – Annexure 

“AW5” Judgment of 22 September 2011), which evidence purported 

to prove that the buildings were uninhabitable and dangerous.  
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Unfortunately, the court erred in the manner in which it assessed 

this evidence. The buildings in question still had water and electrical 

services ten days before the events. The conditions weren’t nearly 

comparable to the conditions that prevailed in other eviction cases 

that have come before this Court. 

See: City of Johannesburg v Rand Properties (Pty) Ltd & Others 

2007 (1) SA 78 (W) at par 14 to 18 reported in this Court as 

Occupiers of 51 Olivia Road v City of Johannesburg and Others 

2008 (3) SA 208 (CC). 

 

15.2 I wish to draw attention to a number of material aspects of this 

evidence which shows that the court erred fundamentally in this 

regard. As the First Respondent introduced new evidence of a 

structural engineer during the course of the SCA application for 

leave to appeal, this issue is dealt with separately below. As is clear 

from the expert evidence that the Applicants have now obtained 

from a leading expert forensic structural engineer, the buildings 

pose no danger to the lives of the occupiers.  

 

15.3 The court a quo failed to have regard to the fact that none of the 

expert witnesses were independent.  They were all employees of 

the First Respondent. The court also erred by not considering 

certain very unsatisfactory aspects of their evidence. In fact, no 

critical analysis of the evidence was done at all. 
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15.4 The court further erred in not making reference to the common 

cause fact that the First Respondent has regarded the buildings as 

unsafe for occupation since 2008. There is no evidence of any 

structural damage that was caused to the buildings on 21 

September 2011 that didn’t exist before. 

 

The Evidence of Mr Lengoabala – The Fire Chief 

15.5 The Court a quo fundamentally erred in its assessment of the 

evidence of the first witness, Mr. Lengoabala.  This witness is the 

Fire Chief of First Respondent.  The Court a quo failed to refer to 

the following essential aspects of his evidence which shows that the 

fire hazards have existed for a long time, can all be addressed while 

the residents are in occupation, and is the responsibility of the City 

of Tshwane.  The Court a quo also failed to refer to a number of 

very unsatisfactory aspects of his evidence: 

 

15.5.1 he conceded that the buildings have contained 

serious fire hazards since 2004. 

See: line 13, p 180 of record (transcribed evidence - Lengoabala). 

 

15.5.2 he was unaware of the existence of the residents’ 

committee and therefore had not formally liaised with 

the residents on the fire hazards.  The only 
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communications he was aware of with the residents in 

respect of the fire hazards, were discussions held 

between residents and his department after fires had 

occurred.  He was never involved with such 

discussions himself. 

See: lines 15 to 25, p 180 of record (transcribed evidence - Lengoabala). 

 

15.5.3 he was unaware of the fact that the First Respondent 

had a budget of R20 million per year for maintenance 

at Schubart Park and there have never been any 

discussions between his department and the housing 

department concerning the need for replacement and 

maintenance of fire prevention and fire fighting 

equipment. It is obvious from his evidence that the fire 

hazards are in fact caused by the First Respondent’s 

lack of maintenance.  

See: line 23, p182 to line 9, p 183 of record (transcribed evidence - 

Lengoabala). 

 

15.6 what was further disconcerting in his evidence was the fact that he 

was unaware of the fact that the buildings had no access control, 

while it is common cause that the buildings never had any access 

control. It would appear that this witness was actually completely 

unacquainted with the buildings.   
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See: line 16, p 183 to line 10, p184 of record (transcribed evidence of 

Lengoabala). 

 

15.7 the fire hazards in Schubart Park had existed long before the 

events of 21 September 2011.  It should and could have been dealt 

with in the ordinary course of building maintenance as required by 

the relevant laws that require owners to keep their buildings free 

from fire hazards. 

 

The Evidence of Mr Weyers – The Electrical Engineer 

15.8 The next witness was a Mr. Weyers. He was the Director for 

Technical Services in Tshwane. His field of expertise is electricity, 

more specifically high voltage networks. The Court a quo accepted 

his evidence despite the fact that there were numerous problems 

with his evidence. 

 

15.9 I note the following problematic aspects of his evidence: 

 

15.9.1 he conceded that the electrical services had been 

working until 10 (ten) days prior to 21 September 

2011. Despite this he asserted that the electrical 

services could not be restored while people were still 

in the buildings. Why the presence of the residents 

made any difference could not really be explained by 
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him, other than by reference to patently illogical and 

factually incorrect evidence. 

 

15.9.2 Weyers stated that the buildings were structurally 

unsound and could collapse at any moment. That was 

one of the reasons why his subordinates refused to 

work in the building and that they could not be 

expected to do so.  In support of this he gave the 

hearsay evidence of an unidentified colleague who 

informed him that the buildings were designed for only 

a 120 families, whereas 700 families were living there. 

See: lines 11 to 18, p 189 of record (transcribed evidence - Weyers). 

 

15.9.3 his evidence in this regard was patently incorrect and 

betrayed his ignorance of the facts on the ground. He 

evidently had no knowledge of the actual buildings. 

From the reports filed by the First Respondent, it was 

common cause the Schubart Park complex consisted 

of over 800 flats (including Block D). 

See: p 74 to 100 of record (Tshwane refurbishment report). 

line 20, p 192 of record (transcribed evidence - Weyers). 

 

15.10 The court a quo accepted Weyers’ evidence despite it being 

patently incorrect. 

See: lines 6 to 8, p7 of Annexure “AW5” (Judgment of 22 September). 
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15.11 Weyers was proffering hearsay evidence of the worst kind on a 

subject matter of which he had no expert knowledge. He did so 

simply to bolster his own evidence. It is obvious that he was 

unwilling to solve the problem, thus effectively making himself part 

of the constructive eviction. The First Respondent attempted to 

overcome this problem by introducing a report by a structural 

engineer as new evidence in the SCA application for leave to 

appeal. That report, seemingly also a fundamentally flawed report, 

is dealt with below. 

 

15.12 Weyers further stated that the electricity cannot be fixed because 

the water cannot be shut down to allow the sub-station area to be 

pumped out and allowed to dry. He could give no plausible reason 

why the water could not be cut off. Again, he presented hearsay 

evidence of a colleague that said the water supply to the buildings 

could not be cut off due to the fact that it would create a fire hazard 

if water would not be available. His evidence, on the face thereof, 

makes no sense. It essentially implies that the electrical sub-

stations in the complex can never be fixed.  

See: line 17, p194 to line 19, p 195 of record (transcribed evidence - 

Weyers) 
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15.13 Weyers’ evidence was disingenuous at best. He had compiled a 

written report on the electricity situation in Schubart Park shortly 

before these events, which was attached to the answering affidavit 

of Ms. Phora. In this written report he made no mention of the fact 

that it was impossible to restore the electricity services while 

tenants were still in the buildings. To the contrary he stated that the 

electricity can be fixed, but only at a very high cost, namely R4.8 

million for the replacement of the sub-station and R3.3 million for 

replacement of the low voltage network and electricity meters. 

When confronted with this contradiction, Weyers had no answer 

other than to deny that there existed any contradiction. 

See: line 13, p 198 to line 23, p 199 of record (transcribed evidence - 

Weyers). 

 

15.14 Weyers clearly adapted his oral evidence to suit the objectives of 

the litigation. The Court a quo erred in accepting his evidence 

uncritically even though the central components of the evidence 

were hearsay and dealt with matters in respect of which Weyers 

had no expert knowledge. 

 

The Evidence of Phala – The Building Control Officer 

15.15 The next witness was a Mr. Phala. He is a building control officer 

and has a diploma in civil engineering from the Tshwane University 

of Technology. He compiled a written report, which was annexed to 
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the answering affidavit of Ms. Phora, which was based on an 

inspection he had conducted a month earlier, 26 August 2011. 

 

15.15.1 although he advised in his aforementioned report that 

the buildings should be evacuated, his oral evidence 

does not support the need for an immediate 

evacuation.  

 

15.15.2 he conceded that only a structural engineer could 

determine whether the building was structurally sound 

or not.  

See: line 14, p 207 of record (transcribed evidence - Phala). 

 

15.15.3 he did state that the buildings would have to be 

evacuated once refurbishments started. This, 

however, has never been in dispute. He was unaware 

of the fact that the residents had already formally 

offered to vacate the buildings once refurbishments 

start. He agreed that refurbishment was a long term 

issue. 

See: line 7, p 210 of record (transcribed evidence - Phala). 

 

15.15.4 he conceded that the conditions which he described 

as “life threatening” had existed for many years. The 
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First Respondent had issued contravention notices in 

terms of the NBRBS Act already in 2008. 

See: line 11, p 210 of record (transcribed evidence - Phala). 

 

15.15.5 he was unaware of the legal proceedings required for 

eviction and was unaware that eviction proceedings 

could be brought on an urgent basis if life threatening 

conditions existed. 

See: line 10, p 209 to line 25, p210 of record (transcribed evidence - Phala) 

 

15.16 Phala’s evidence simply did not support the need for immediate 

evacuation without recourse to the existing legislative framework 

dealing with evictions and dangerous buildings. 

 

The Evidence of Smit – Commander of the Crime Prevention Unit of 

the Metropolitan Police 

15.17 The last witness was a Mr. Smit. He was the Commander of the 

Crime Prevention Unit of the Metropolitan Police of First 

Respondent.  

 

15.17.1 he testified that on 21 September 2011 there were 

incidents of public violence at Schubart Park and that 

there were two fires in the complex. One was in a flat 
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in Block C and the other was apparently in the 

basement.  

 

15.17.2 there were no fires in Block A or B, and Block C had 

been evacuated during the evening of 21 September 

2011 and during the course of 22 September 2011. 

During the evening of 22 September 2011, long after 

the operation against public violence had ended, the 

evacuation of Blocks A and B was in progress. 

 

15.17.3 according to Smit, some 70 people were arrested the 

previous evening for public violence and they were 

still in custody at the time the urgent proceedings 

were in progress. 

 

15.17.4 the only reason he could advance in support of the 

“evacuation” of the buildings was that public violence 

could possibly again break out if people were allowed 

to return to their homes. 

See: line 21, p 214 of record (transcribed evidence - Smit). 

 

15.17.5 his evidence in support of the need for immediate 

evacuation also contradicted the written report filed by 

his own department. This report was also annexed to 
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the answering affidavit, and noted that the situation 

was stable, that information in respect of alternative 

accommodation was still awaited and that steps 

needed to be taken to regain the trust of the residents. 

No mention was made of the need for immediate 

evacuation.  

See: p50 of record (Report by community safety department). 

 

Summary of Errors of Fact 

15.18 None of the evidence presented by the First Respondent supported 

any of the following implicit findings by the Court a quo: 

 

15.18.1 that the Respondents could lawfully prevent the 

Applicants to return to their homes due to the events 

of 21 September 2011.  

 

15.18.2 that the events of 21 September 2011 altered the 

conditions which had prevailed for many years in 

Schubart Park to such an extent that the conditions on 

22 September 2011 justified eviction without recourse 

to any legislative provisions dealing with dangerous 

buildings and evictions; 

 

16 SUMMARY OF ERRORS OF LAW 
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16.1 In addition to the Constitutional issues referred to above and the 

errors made in respect of these issues, I wish to elaborate on some 

of the legal errors made by the Court a quo. 

 

16.2 The Court a quo further erred seriously in law by finding that the 

requirements of section 26(3) of the Constitution were met by virtue 

of the fact that the application of the Applicants was considered by 

a Court. This finding entails that an eviction order can be 

constructed indirectly by dismissing an application for mandament 

van spolie or other restorative relief. I respectfully submit that such 

an approach is untenable. 

See: line 12, p 8 – line 3, p 9 of Annexure “AW5” (Judgment of 22 

September). 

 

16.3 Section 26(3) of the Constitution, by requiring a court order for 

eviction, implicitly requires an application for eviction which 

supports that cause of action. Section 26(3) also requires that all 

relevant circumstances must be considered prior to an eviction 

order being granted. An application for restorative relief simply does 

not deal with such issues and provides no opportunity for 

meaningful engagement between the parties. 

 

16.4 The Court a quo also erred in law by asserting that, in the absence 

of a counter application, it was competent to frame “appropriate 
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relief” in terms of section 38 of the Constitution. Section 38 of the 

Constitution is aimed at providing relief where the law ordinarily 

does not provide a remedy. These provisions of the Constitution are 

there to strengthen the rights in the Constitution, not to dilute them 

in favour of a State actor acting unlawfully. This part of section 38 is 

simply not applicable in the present matter.  

See: line 10 – 21, p 9 of Annexure “AW5” (Judgment of 22 September). 

 

17 EVENTS FOLLOWING THE DISMISSAL OF THE APPLICANTS’ 
APPLICATION 
 

17.1 The Respondents raised the issue of mootness and asserted that 

the relief sought, if granted, would be academic. They raised these 

points already during the proceedings in the court a quo, and again 

during the application proceedings before the SCA. 

 

17.2 The First Respondent attempted to bolster its case before the SCA 

by introducing a report by a civil engineer who asserted that the 

buildings at Schubart Park are structurally unsafe and will have to 

be imploded. The First Respondent presented this new evidence 

ostensibly on the basis that they were required by the court a quo 

on structural issues. However, by introducing it during the SCA 

proceedings, they were in fact attempting to cure the fundamental 

flaws in the evidence of Mr. Weyers.  
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17.3 Applicants have only recently been able to obtain an expert report 

of their own. I assume, in anticipation, that the First Respondent will 

again wish to rely on the report of their civil engineer as evidence in 

this application. 

 
17.4 I respectfully submit that, due to the special circumstances 

presented by this case, it is in the interests of justice that the facts 

which transpired subsequent to the proceedings a quo be brought 

to the attention of this Honourable Court, and also that the 

Applicants be allowed to show what the truth in is respect of the 

state of the Schubart Park buildings. 

 

17.5 The First Respondent coupled the assertion that the buildings are 

life threatening with offers of alternative accommodation. Post the 

proceedings in the High Court, these offers transpired to be 

hopelessly inadequate. It is therefore respectfully contended that it 

is in the interests of justice that certain of these post hearing issues 

be dealt with. 

 

17.6 I submit that the introduction of these issues which transpired after 

the High Court hearing should be permitted in the interests of 

justice. First, the evidence relating to the structural integrity of the 

buildings was introduced by the Respondents during the SCA 

proceedings. The evidence presented by the electrical engineer in 

this regard before the court a quo was clearly evidence that should 
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have been rejected out of hand. Second, the issue of alternative 

accommodation is crucial to the adjudication of the equities of this 

matter. It was impossible for the Applicants to know during the 

hearing a quo what the future would hold in this regard. 

 

17.7 I therefore respectfully pray that the evidence in respect of these 

“new” issues be admitted. 

 
17.8 The Applicants were presented with an offer for alternative 

accommodation during the course of the urgent proceedings. The 

offer was contained in very general and vague terms in paragraph 5 

of the answering affidavit. The answering affidavit itself was only 

received by the applicants at court during the evening of 22 

September 2011. 

 

17.9 The applicants had no time to consider the offer, nor to verify the 

availability and quality of the alternative accommodation, neither 

was there time to engage with the evicted Applicants generally and 

get instructions on this issue.  

 
17.10 The procedure which the Court a quo followed after dismissing the 

application was legally incompetent. After the application was 

dismissed on 22 September 2011, there was no dispute or 

proceedings before the court. It is difficult to explain on what legal 

basis the court continued to make a detailed order against the First 
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Respondent which effectively amounted to a structural interdict to 

refurbish the buildings and to provide alternative accommodation to 

all the occupants (except illegal foreigners) pending refurbishment. 

Despite this the applicants’ legal representatives nevertheless 

continued their involvement as a matter of respect for the court and 

to assist as best as possible to reach a constructive result under 

circumstances where a massive social emergency had been 

created. The specific focus at that stage was to ensure the 

provision of emergency accommodation.  

 
17.11 It transpired on the evening of 22 September 2011, following the 

High Court proceedings, that the offer of alternative accommodation 

in Attridgeville, some 10 km west of the Pretoria CBD, was not 

made in good faith. The accommodation effectively did not exist 

and the Schubart Park residents could not be moved to these 

shelters. 

 
17.12 It appeared that the “available” housing in Attridgeville was single 

room residential units of government subsidised housing that had 

already been earmarked for other beneficiaries in Attridgeville. 

These residents began to protest the relocation of the Schubart 

Park residents to the area. It became obvious that relocating the 

Applicants to the Attridgeville housing project would create serious 

conflict, and the idea of this relocation was apparently abandoned 

by the First Respondent. 
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17.13 On 23 September 2011, a meeting to discuss the First 

Respondent’s tender took place between the parties in the 

arbitration centre in High Court Chambers of the Pretoria Society of 

Advocates.  Issues regarding the provision of emergency 

accommodation in the light of the situation in Attridgeville, what the 

terms of the temporary accommodation would be, what rights would 

need to be indicated and what merits and qualifications residents 

should prove in order to return to the Schubart Park complex once 

the renovations had been completed were all raised.   

 
17.14 The Applicant’s representatives were informed, at this meeting, by 

the First Respondent’s legal advisors that the urgent high court 

application had been dismissed and only those points the City 

chose to tender would be dealt with.  The parties returned to the 

High Court as directed but a resolution to the issues concerning the 

First Respondents tender was not reached. The Court ordered that 

the parties return to court on Monday, 3 October 2011. 

 
17.15 The removal of the Schubart Park residents still in their homes in 

Block A and Block B, in the absence of a court order authorising 

their removal or any applicable legislative framework, continued 

over the course of the next few days. 

 
17.16 On Sunday 25 September 2011, Applicants’ legal representatives 

attempted to engage with First Respondent’s officials regarding the 
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transportation of people and the provision of alternative 

accommodation. Ms Phora of the First Respondent refused to 

discuss any issues relating to emergency accommodation with our 

representatives and refused to provide any information.   

 
17.17 The situation outside the Schubart Park complex was chaotic, with 

ever increasing numbers of people being moved onto the street with 

all their possessions, no municipally provided emergency or 

temporary accommodation, and residents not being provided with 

any information. 

 
17.18 On Monday 26 September the First Respondent closed the 

registration process at the Schubart Park complex.  Those residents 

who were still on the streets outside the buildings then attempted to 

register at Sammy Marx Square in Pretoria, where the First 

Respondent has offices.  Tshwane officials refused to register the 

hundreds of remaining Schubart Park residents for alternative 

accommodation.  On the evening of 28 September 2011, SAPS 

members and Tshwane Officials began to forcibly remove the 

possessions of the Schubart Park residents still on the streets 

surrounding the complex.  Those found sleeping on the pavements 

were harassed to move. 

 
17.19 On 29 September 2011 a second meeting between the parties and 

legal representatives took place at the arbitration centre, High Court 

Chambers, Pretoria.  The list of the Schubart Park residents, 
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containing all requested information, was handed to the First 

Respondent’s legal representatives.  The First Respondent had the 

capacity, capability and duty to obtain these details themselves. 

 
17.20 In light of the First Respondent’s failure to make alternative 

emergency accommodation available, the refusal to provide 

information, and the housing crisis unfolding on the streets of 

Pretoria CBD, an urgent application for a direct appeal was made to 

this Honourable Court. 

 
17.21 On 30 September 2011 a third meeting was held at the offices of 

the First Respondent’s legal representatives. Details of proposed 

emergency accommodation were discussed. The AJO and 

Parkview buildings were amongst others suggested as possibilities.  

An arranged inspection of the Parkview building did not, however, 

materialise.  

 
17.22 On 1 October 2011 our legal representatives advised us at a 

meeting in the CBD that people must take up the alternative 

accommodation offered at the Parkview building. First 

Respondent’s legal representatives were contacted to ensure City 

employees, as arranged, would be present to facilitate the process 

of providing emergency accommodation. On Sunday 2 October the 

building was full. 

 

17.23 On 3 October 2011 the parties’ legal representatives returned to the 
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High Court for the finalisation of the Tender. Parties once again 

attempted to engage and once again various concerns were raised.  

An issue of contention was the requirement that in order to access 

any form of housing assistance, be it emergency or temporary, from 

the First Respondent, former residents were required to accept the 

First Respondent’s tender. The tender was made an order of court. 

 
17.24 After 2 October 2011, the First Respondent failed to make any 

further accommodation available. 

 
17.25 In the mean time the Applicants were scattered on the streets in the 

Pretoria CBD and in over-crowed shelters. 

 
17.26 On 10 November 2011 homeless Schubart Park residents marched 

to the Union Buildings to request housing assistance.  We were 

promised a meeting with various officials. This meeting has yet to 

transpire. 

 
17.27 The First Respondent has made less than 180 units available for 

the accommodation of the former Schubart Park residents.  These 

units are located in two buildings, which are privately owned. The 

allocation of this accommodation took place in an entirely arbitrary 

manner. 

 
17.28 Most of the Applicants, despite requesting alternative 

accommodation, were simply not accommodated. I was one of 

those that applied for alternative accommodation but my application 
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was unsuccessful. My family and I, consisting of two adults and 

three children, were forced to take up residence with a niece of 

mine in Eersterust. We are now 9 people living in a three bedroom 

house. Where I previously lived a few hundred metres away from 

the place of my work, I now live twenty kilometres away. 

 
17.29 I respectfully submit that the events that unfolded after the High 

Court hearing shows that the violation of our section 26(3) rights 

had disastrous consequences and that this aspect of the case 

supports the assertion that it is in the interests of justice that leave 

to appeal be granted.  

 

18 THE STRUCTURAL CONDITION OF THE BUILDINGS 

 

18.1 For the reasons set out here, it is respectfully contended that it is in 

the interests of justice that the Applicants be permitted to present 

the expert evidence of a structural engineer. The First Respondent 

has consistently alleged that the buildings are so unsafe that it 

would be unconscionable to allow people back in the buildings. 

 

18.2 During the High Court hearings these allegations were based on the 

hearsay evidence presented by an electrical engineer. In the 

context of over three thousand people thrown out onto the street, 

the Applicants could not have been expected to stand down the 

matter for a few weeks. The evidence should have been rejected on 
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the face thereof. The witness was neither an expert nor 

independent. It was also clear that he had adapted his evidence to 

suit the occasion. 

 

18.3 During the application for leave to appeal before the SCA, the First 

Respondent introduced a report of a structural engineer as part of 

its answering affidavit. Apart from the fact that the report was not 

confirmed under oath and that the drafter’s expertise and 

experience were not stated, the Applicants had no time to respond 

to that report in the proceedings before the SCA. Applicants believe 

that this seriously prejudiced their application for leave to appeal to 

the SCA. 

 

18.4 In anticipation of the fact that the First Respondent will again rely on 

this report, the Applicants obtained a report by a structural engineer 

with extensive forensic experience. I annex this report by Mr Andre 

Fullard, and his curriculum vitae, hereto as annexure “AW13”. I also 

refer to his affidavit confirming the content of his report and CV. 

 

18.5 As annexure “AW14”, I annex the report that the First Respondent 

introduced in the SCA proceedings. I do so for the sake of clarity, 

without admitting anything in regard to the report. This report, by a 

Mr van As, remains unconfirmed under oath and without any 

qualifying CV. 
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18.6 From the report of Mr Fullard, a structural engineer with almost four 

decades of experience in large building structures, the following 

appears: 

18.6.1 He differs fundamentally from the conclusions made in 

the Van As report. 

See: par 17.16, p 14 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 

 

18.6.2 The buildings are structurally safe. The structures are 

robust and only a major natural catastrophe can 

cause failure of the structural elements. He effectively 

also makes nonsense of the suggestion that the 

buildings may collapse because there are too many 

people living in the buildings. 

See: par 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 & 7.9, p14 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 

 par 3.6 & 3.8, p8 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 

 

18.6.3 Aspects of the building that affect safety, are non 

structural issues, and can be easily fixed. 

See: par 7.11, p14 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 

par 4, p9-10 4 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 

 

18.6.4 The concrete and brickwork that are affected by 

neglect and vandalism, are not part of the central load 

bearing elements or the deep soil foundations.  

See: par 3.2, p5 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 
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par 4.6, p10 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 

par 6.4, p13 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 

 

18.6.5 The electrical services cannot be restored while there 

is water in the basement. However, it is a simple 

matter to get a mobile generator and to pump out the 

water and allow the substation to dry. 

See: par 7.13, p14 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 

par 3.3, p5 of Annexure “AW13” (Fullard Report). 

 

18.7 Reading the report of Fullard as a whole, it is respectfully clear that 

the persistent allegations made by the First Respondent that 

attempted to suggest that the buildings were a “death trap”, were 

false and seriously misleading. 

 

18.8 I therefore respectfully request that the evidence of Mr Fullard be 

accepted as evidence in these proceedings. This evidence removes 

any concerns that the Applicants would be returning to a life 

threatening situation. 

 

19 RELIEF TO BE SOUGHT ON APPEAL 

 

19.1 In the event that leave to appeal is granted, and the appeal is 

upheld, Applicants will seek an order in the following terms: 
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19.1.1 The Respondents’ refusal to allow the Applicants to 

return to their homes in the Schubart Park apartment 

buildings since 22 September 2011 is declared 

unlawful. 

 

19.1.2 The eviction, by the Respondents, of the Applicants 

who were still in their homes in the Schubart Park 

apartment buildings after 22 September 2011, is 

declared unlawful. 

 

19.1.3 The First Respondent is ordered to allow the 

Applicants to return to their homes in the Schubart 

Park apartment buildings. 

 

19.1.4 First Respondent is ordered to reconnect the water 

and electricity services of the Schubart Park 

apartment buildings without delay. 

 

19.1.5 The First Respondent is ordered to pay the costs of 

the Applicants on the attorney and client scale, such 

costs to include the costs of two counsel. 

 

19.2 In the court a quo the relief sought was limited to that of 

Mandament van Spolie. I am advised that the above Honourable 
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Court may be of the view that it may be appropriate to grant 

declaratory relief.  

 

19.3 There may be some Applicants, who due to intervening events, can 

no longer return, and in their case, it may be appropriate to grant 

declaratory relief even though such persons may no longer seek 

consequential relief.  

 

19.4 Although the High Court application only dealt with restorative relief, 

I submit that it is important that the First Respondent also be 

ordered to restore basic services to the building.  

 

19.5 As a result of the dismissal of the application in the court a quo the 

First Respondent has sealed off the buildings, suspended cleaning 

and security services and has cut off basic services to the building. 

To give effect to an order of restoration in the present 

circumstances it is also necessary that this ancillary relief be 

granted.  

 
20 CONCLUSION 

 

20.1 I respectfully submit that: 

20.1.1 this matter involves important constitutional issues; 

20.1.2 an appeal has good prospects of success;  
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20.1.3 the outcome of the matter will affect a large number of 

vulnerable people 

 

WHEREFORE I pray for an order as set out in the Notice of Motion. 

 

 

 _____________________ 
 

 DEPONENT 
 

 

I  HEREBY CERTIFY that the deponent has acknowledged that she knows 

and understands the contents of this affidavit, which was signed and 

sworn before me at _______________ on this the ________ day of 

____________ 2012, the regulations contained in Government Notice No 

R1258 of 21 July 1972, as amended, and Government Notice No R1648 of 

19 August 1977, as amended, having been complied with. 

 

 
 ___________________________ 

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS 


